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5.

CURRENT TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL STATUS OF TAR NETWORK

In Section 4, various technical standards and requirements are specified for the
future TAR network with the main objectives of making rail transport, particularly the rail
transport of containers, more competitive with other modes operating in the TAR corridors.
In addition, compatible standards of locomotives, rollingstock, track, wayside facilities, and
signalling, as well as telecommunication systems, would allow trains to cross the national
borders with a minimum of delay, arId make possible the exchange or lease of locomotives
and/or rollingstock and spare parts. These recommendations are identical to those given in
Volume 2 for the TAR network passing through Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia and SouthernThailand.

The purpose of this sec1:ion is to review the current technical and operational
status of each railway administration within the Subregion, so that any variation from the
recommended standards could be visualized together with the extent of the works and costs
needed to ensure that these standards are met in future.

5.1

Present Status of Infrastructure

5.1.1

Outline Gauges

The investigation is made to find out whether the existing gauges of each railway
provide sufficient clearance for the transport of standard ISO containers, and possibly for the
non-standard super high-cube 9 ft 6 in containers. Ideally the container profile, whether it is
of the ISO or non-ISO type, shoul(j not infringe the vehicle gauge which represents the
largest dimension of the train in the static or stationary position. Once the train moves, it
would require greater clearances to cope with the body-sway due largely to track irregularities
and wheel wear. To save the construction cost especially of tunnels or trussed bridges but
without jeopardizing operational safety, the smallest possible dimension of the dynamic
envelope is desirable and is generally known as the structure gauge. In case of the container
profile falling between the vehicle and structure gauges, it might be acceptable to run this
train at low speeds to minimize the dynamic effects, or alternatively to adopt other measures,
such as the use of "well" type wagons with a dropped centre section, or special wagons with
small diameter wheels.

5.1.1.1 Thailand

The outline gauges of the State Railway of Thailand (SRT) are presented in
Figure 8. The gauges are very small and cannot accommodate any size of the standard ISO
containers. However, in reality, the SRT has undertaken since the 1970s, a programme of
gauge expansion so that all standard ISO containers can be transported by rail without
infringing the structure gauge. Super high cube non-ISO containers can also pass through
most of the network. The outline gauges shown in Figure 8 have been in use since the
1940s, and have not been updated to reflect all of the modifications made during the past
years. Since 1990, modified outline gauges have been applied for all new construction of
bridges and wayside facilities. They have a constant width of 3,500 mm, and a height of
4,200 mm above the rail level. Additionally, 900 mm is reserved for future electrification. Deck
or girder prestressed concrete bridges which have replaced old steel bridges to minimize
future routine maintenance costs, have been designed to avoid interference with oversized
traffic such as double-deck passenger coaches or double-stack container trains.
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Figure 

8: Outline Gauges of State Railway of Thailand
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At present, the super high cube non-ISO containers of 9 ft 6 in height can pass
through all tunnels, all concrete bridges, the northern main line from Bangkok to Chiang Mai
(TAR Link T.4), the northeastern main line from Bangkok to Nong Khai (TAR Link T.2), and
the main line to Ubon Ratchathani (TAR Link T.5). The southern main line from Bangkok
to Padang Besar (TAR Link T.1) has 6 restricted bridges, between km 662 and 886, and
the eastern line from Bangkok to Aranyaprathet (TAR Link T.3) has another 4 restricted
bridges, between km 93 and 252. To maintain a safe space of 300-400 mm between the
vehicle and structure gauges, 18 additional bridges along the two TAR links need minor
modifications. The remaining alteration work was estimated to cost US$ 300,000.

Summary of Thailand

Do dimensions of structures on following TAR Links
permit conveyance of containers of specified height?*

.. Assumes operation of standard height (1.010 mm) container flat wagons.

5.1.1.2 Cambodia

Figure 9 illustrates the outline gauges of the Royal Railway of Cambodia (Chemin
de Fer du Cambodge: CFC). ISO containers of both 8 ft and 8 ft 7 in height fit well within
the vehicle gauge, and could be conveyed with safety throughout the nominated TAR links,
ie. Link C.1 (Poi Pet -Phnom Penh) and Link C.2 (Phnom Penh -Sihanoukville). However,
the 9 ft 6 in super high cube non-1S0 containers would infringe the structure gauge by
imposing a height exceeding the limit by approximately 320 mm. The constraints come from
the presence of many steel through trussed bridges, and would entail a rather extensive
survey to quantify the corrective measures. Containerization is still new to the Cambodian
Railways and consequently no specialized wagons and container handling facilities are
available at present.
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Figure 9:

9'-6" Container Profile
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Summary of Cambodia

Do dimensions of' structures on following TAR Links
permit conveyanc.~ of containers of specified height?*

8 ft 6 in (2.49 metres) Yes Yes

9 ft 6 in (2.90 metres)

* Assumes operation of standard height (1,010 mm) container flat wagons.

5.1.1.3 Viet Nam

The vehicle and structure gauges are shown in Figure 10. They are relatively large
and the profiles of all ISO standard containers fall within the limits of the outline gauges. The
height of 9 ft 6 in non-ISO containers, however, infringes the vehicle gauge by about
220 mm, and is too close (120 mm) to the upper boundary of the structure gauge to ensure
a safe operation. It is doubtful that super high cube containers could be transported with a
sufficient margin for lowering the speed alone. The inferior conditions of the track as well as
locomotives and rollingstock would cause a body sway, the magnitude of which requires a
clearance of at least 300 mm. As many old steel through trussed bridges need to be replaced
in the future due to their severely damaged and/or corroded conditions, consideration should
be given to increasing the structure clearance, or better still, replacing them with girder or
deck bridges of prestressed concrete construction. Fortunately, the tunnel sections of the
Viet Nam Railways are greater than the structure gauge, and would comfortably handle the
high cube containers, with a minimlJm clearance of 480 mm.

Summary of Viet Nam

Do dimensions of structures on following TAR Links
permit conveyance of containers of specified height?

Container Height LINK V.1
Hanoi-Ho Chi Minh Line

LINK V.3
Hanoi-Hai Phong Line

LINK V.2
Hanoi-Dong Dang Line

8 ft (2.44 metres) Yes Yes Yes

8 ft 6 in (2.49 metres) Yes Yes Yes

9 ft 6 in (2.90 metres) Yes Yes Yes

* Assumes operation of standard height (1,010 mm) container flat wagons.
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5.1.1.4 Myanmar

The structure and vehicle gauges of Myanma Railways are depicted in Figure 11.
It is evident that none of the 8 ft, 8 ft 6 in, or 9 ft 6 in containers could be conveyed through
Myanmar rail network on standard container wagons with a floor height of 1,010 mm,
without infringing the vehicle gauge. Myanma Railways, however, has recently purchased
"well" type wagons of Chinese manufacture. These wagons with a floor height of 632 mm
can carry one 20 ft ISO container with a height of 8 ft 6 in together with two small non-
standard container boxes mounted at the ends of the wagons. No tunnels are present on
either of the two nominated TAR links, ie. Link B.1 (Yangon-Myitkyina) and Link B.2

(Yangon- Thaton).

Summary of Myanmar

Do dimensions of structures on following TAR Links
permit conveyance of conta.jners of specified height?"

* Assumes operation of standard height (1,010 mm) container flat wagons.
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Figure 11: Outline Gauges of Myanma Railways

9'-6" Container Profile

STRUCTURE
GAUGE
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5.1.2 Maximum Permissible Axle Loads

With the exception of Thailand and the dual-gauge sections of Viet Nam, the
proposed finks in the TAR networ~( in Myanmar and the INDO-CHINA countries do not
comply with the 15 tonne axle load standard recommended in Section 4. Many of these
links have been left unattended for a long period of time, and the present condition of track
and structures has deteriorated to the extent that lower axle load limits have to be imposed
to ensure the safe passage of trains. The axle load standards currently applied in each
country are as follows:

5.1.2.1 Thailand

On all nominated TAR Links within Thailand, the maximum permissible axle
load is 15 tonnes throughout, so that compliance with the recommended axle load limit for
the TAR network has already been achieved. Rehabilitation and new construction works,
however, have been implemented using a higher axle load of 20 tonnes.

5.1.2.2 Cambodia

The Royal Cambodian Railway has nominated both of its existing mainlines
as TAR links. The "Old" line running from Phnom Penh to the Thai border at Poi Pet (TAR
LINK C.1) was built in the 1930s to accommodate a maximum permissible axle load of
15 tonnes, while the "New" line connecting Phnom Penh with the port of Sihanoukville (TAR
Link C.2) was constructed in the 1960's to handle an axle load of 20 tonnes. It was
mentioned in the World Bank Report for the 1995 ICORC Conference that maintenance of
both lines had been totally neglected during and after the war years, as a consequence of
which the present condition of track and structures is very poor, necessitating the imposition
of significantly lighter axle loads. The axle load limits now applied are 10 tonnes for the
"Old" line and 15 tonnes for the "New" line.

5.1.2.3 Viet Nam

The prevailing maximum axle load limits on the nominated links of the
Trans-Asian Railway in Viet Nam vary section by section, being:

14 tonnes for the Hanoi -Ho Chi Minh City line (TAR Link V.1) between
Hanoi and Danang, and 12 tonnes from Danang to Ho Chi Minh City;

14 tonnes for the Hanoi -Dong Dang dual-gauge line; and

14 tonnes for the Hanoi -Hai Phong Port line.

The 1992 National Transportation Sector Review described the track condition
of a large portion of the rail network as still being erratic and poor, due mainly to damage
caused by the long period of war and the shortage of funds to upkeep the railway facilities
and equipment.
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5.1.2.4 Myanmar

A maximum permissible axle load of 12.5 tonnes is applied to the existing
main lines from Yangon -Myitkyina and Yangon -Moulmein, which form part of the TAR
Links connecting Myanmar with Southern China and Central Thailand. According to the
UNDP Report prepared by Transurb Consult in 1994, the overall track conditions of the two
lines were unfavourable due mainly to the lack of funds to maintenance or rehabilitation.
Consideration, however, should be given to increasing the axle load to 18 or even 22.5 tons,
when undertaking the necessary rehabilitation works in the future. The decision to adopt a
higher axle load is a common practice among other railways of the subregion, because it
provides better operating economies in terms of longer track life, less maintenance cost,
higher haulage loads, and greater flexibility and utility of the lines for containertransportation.
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5.1.3 Competitive Speeds

For any given TAR Link, the competitive speed is represented by the ratio of the
schedule speed to the maximum permissible speed. It is desirable to obtain a high ratio so
as to be more competitive with othE~r transport modes.

The maximum permissible speed depends on several key factors. Flat terrain and
straight alignment allow trains to travel at much higher speed than mountainous terrain with
steep gradients and sharp curved alignment. Good and well maintained track provides
safety, stability and smooth riding comfort at higher speed. Appropriate signalling and
telecommunication systems are prerequisites to the effective control and monitoring offaster
trains. Fenced right-of-way and a limited number and frequency of road level crossings, with
proper barriers installed, enables train drivers to achieve higher speeds without fear of
collision with other objects. Finally, high speed is attainable utilizing efficient locomotives
and rollingstock.

The schedule speed is the distance divided by the time required to travel from an
origin to a destination. The time thus includes running and all stopping time at stations and
sidings to perform various functions such as discharging/loading of goods or passengers,
waiting to cross with other trains, marshalling or reformation of trains, on-the-spot
maintenance, immigration and customs control, etc.

The current situation with respect to competitive speeds in each country, as
reflected in Tables 6-9, is described below. It was evaluated from data obtained by
questionnaire responses, as well a:) from country papers, train schedules, and actual train

operating diagrams.

5.1.3.1 Thailand

In general, the favourable topography and adequate maintenance of tracks in
Thailand has enabled the application of maximum permissible speeds for passenger and
freight trains of 120 km/hour and 70 km/hour, respectively. (See Annex 1). Ratios of
schedule to maximum speed are recorded as being more than 60 per cent in most cases.
There are sections, however, along the main northeastern lines (TAR links T.2 and T.5),
which traverse mountainous terrain, where this ratio is considerably lower than 60 per cent.
The 139 km section between Kaeng Khoi and Nakhon Ratchasima (Pak Chong) imposes
major speed and load constraints, as a consequence of having a ruling gradient of greater
than 2 per cent, as well as radii of curvature of as little as 180 metres. In this section,
maximum speeds are reduced to 55 km/hour to maintain safety, while the schedule speed
of freight trains averages only 32 km/hour. The SRT is aware of these constraints, and has
undertaken a realignment study and detailed engineering design of this section, with
construction scheduled for completion in 1998. A similar situation exists on the 251 km
Kaeng Khoi -Bua Yai section which was built more recently, to bypass the previously
described section and to shorten the distance from Kaeng Khoi to Nong Khai and, thus, to
Vientiane in the Lao People's Democratic Republic. The new bypass, however, encounters
several areas of rockfalls and steep grades, as it also passes thorough mountain ranges.
Slope stabilization and proper drainage have been implemented as corrective measures
with satisfying results.
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Other major obstacles which prevent the improvement of the schedule speeds, are
the presence of many unprotected road crossings, inefficient signalling and block systems
employed on many single line sections, and the deteriorated conditions of existing rails and
timber sleepers.

Cambodia5.1.3.2

Little difficulty is imposed in Cambodia by terrain. Maximum gradients do not
exceed 1.0 per cent, and the radii of curvature vary between 300 and 500 m. However,
many track sections pass thorough low-lying areas encountering floods and unstable
roadbed. For decades, the railway has been largely neglected due to the country's security
problems and financial constraints. At present, there is only one mixed train operating daily
on each of the two TAR links. The schedule speeds of the mixed trains are very low -about
22 km/hour on both lines. Major rehabilitation works to upgrade the existing infrastructures
and equipment, as well as the acquisition of new locomotives and rollingstock, are needed.

5.1.3.3 Viet Nam

The Hanoi -Ho Chi Minh City line, TAR link V.1, runs along the Viet Nam coast,
traversing many steeply graded sections (1.2 -1.9 per cent) and many sections where the
radius of curvature is as little as 95 metres. The Vinh -Nhatrang section passes thorough
27 tunnels with a combined length of 8.6 km, and crosses over 870 bridges. The maximum
permissible speeds for freight trains are limited to 50-60 km/hour, while the schedule speeds
vary between 27.5-35.4 km/hour. The lowest speed ratio of 46 per cent applies on the
Vinh-Danang section, where the present level traffic has already reached line capacity.

The Hanoi -Dong Dang line, TAR link V.2, also passes thorough mountainous
areas containing 8 tunnels with a combined length of 1,990 metres. The maximum gradient
is 1.7 per cent, and the minimum radius of curvature 150 metres. The schedule speeds of
freight trains are recorded as 22 km/hour for the Hanoi -Bacgiang section and 18.4 km/hour
for the Bacgiang -Dongdang section, while the maximum speeds are limited to
30-40 km/hour. The line is lightly utilized at present having only two freight and four
passenger trains occupying the track daily. The Hanoi -Dong Dang dual-gauge line has
been closed to international traffic to/from China since 1979, following a border dispute
between the two countries.

The Hanoi -Haiphong line, TAR link V.3, covers a relatively flat terrain of
0.6 per cent gradient, but contains tight curves, with a minimum radius of 100 metres. The
maximum permissible speeds are 40 km/hour for freight trains and 60 km/hour for
passenger trains. Freight trains typically have a schedule speed of 38.2 km/hour (very close
to the maximum speed) for the entire line, but over the capacity limiting section of 21.2 km
the schedule speed of freight trains is only 26 km/hour, probably due to a combination of
track condition and delays incurred in crossing a major road/rail bridge on which only one
mode can proceed at a time.
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5.1.3.4 Myanmar

The topography of the TAf~ network in Myanmar is relatively flat with maximum
gradients of less than 1.0 per cent except on the northern section between Shwebo and
Myitkyina (where they are 1.25 per c:ent). Tight curves in the range of 100-300 m, however,
are most common especially between Mandalay and Shwebo.

Maximum permissible speeds on all sections are unacceptably low, varying from
40 to 69 km/hour for passenger trains, and 32 to 48 km/hour for freight trains. The schedule
speed of freight trains travelling between Yangon and Mandalay is only 17 km/hour. The
inferior conditions of track, bridges, wayside facilities, train control equipment, locomotives
and rollingstock have contributed greatly to the shortfall of speeds. Long-term investment
would be required to upgrade these facilities, in order that competitive transit times can be
provided in order to attract container traffic.
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Table 6: Comparison of Maximum Permissible and Schedule Speeds -Thailand

Passenger Trains" Freight Trains

TAR
Link

Dist.

(km)
(1)

Weighted
Max

Speed"
(kmlhour)

(2)
Schedule

Speed
(Typical)"
(km/hour)

(3)=(2)/(1)
x 100

(per cent)

(4)
Weighted

Max.

Speed"
(km/hour)

(5)
Schedule

Speed
(Typical)"
(km/hour)

(6)=(5)/(6)
x 100

(per cent)

Line Section

T.2 125 120 745 62.1 70 42.2 60.6Bangkok-Kaeng Khoi

Kaeng Kt1oi-Bua Yai

Bua Yai-Khon Kaen

251 75-105 65.8 626-87.6 70 359 51.3

74 115 46.8 40.7 70 24.7 35.3

Khon Kaen-Udonthani 119 115 71.3 62.0 70 45.2 646

Udonthani-Nong Khai 55 115 55.0 43.8 70 47.0 67.1

T.3 Bangkok-Chachoengsao 619 70-95 431 614 70 45.5 65

C h achoeng sao-Ara ny aprathet 194 85 627 73.8 70 47.0 67.1

T.4 Bangkok-Ban Phachi
-

90 120 652 543 70 36.0 51.4

Ban Phachi-Nakhon Sawan 156 105-120 860 81.9 70 43.0 61.461.4

T.5 Bangkok-Kaeng Khoi

Kaeng Khoi-Nakhon Ratchasima

Nakhon Ratchasima-Surin

125 120 74.5 62.1 70 42.2 606

139 55-100 602 60.2 70 32.0

156 115 655 56.92 70 334 47.7

Surin-Ubon Ratchathani 155 90 56.4 62.62 70 48.8 69.7

Notes: /1
/2
/3

Speeds reported relate to Express Passenger Trains, wherever operated

Maximum speeds Iveighted by the proportionate distance over which each speed restriction applies
Includes allowance for all enroute stopping time (for whatever reason)
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Comparison of Maximum Permissible and Schedule Speeds -CambodiaTable 7:

Passenger Trains" Freight Trains
TAR
Link

Disl
(km) (1)

Weighted
Max.

Speed"
(kIn/hour)

(2)
Schedule

Speed
(Typical)/3
(kmihour)

(3)=(2)/(1 )
x 100

(per cent)

(4)
Weighted

Max.
Speed"

(km/hour)

(5)
Schedule

Speed
(Typical)/3
(km/hour)

(6)=(5)/(6)
x 100

(per cent)

Line Section

80 228 28.5 50 22.8 45.6C.1 Phnom Penh-Pursat 165

108 80 228 28.5 50 228 45.6Pursat-Battambang

Battambang-Srisophon---~
5064 80

Srisophon-Poi Pet 48

,--~:-l
90 28.3 50 28.3 566C.2 Phnom Penh-Takeo 75

31.4 50 28.3 56.6Takeo-Kampot

Kampot-Sihanoukvilie

164 90 28.3

100 90 28.3 31.4 50 28.3 56.6

Notes: /1
/2
/3

Speeds reported relate to Express Passenger Trains, wherever operated.

Maximum speeds weighted by the proportionate distance over which each speed restriction applies
Includes allowance for all enroute stopping time (for whatever reason)
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Table 8: Comparison of Maximum Permissible and Schedule Speeds -Viet Nam

Passenger Trains"

(2)
Schedule

Speed
(Typical)"
(km/hour)

Freight Trains

(5)
Schedule

Speed
(Typical)/3

(km/hour)

TAR
Link

Dist.
(km)Line Section (1)

Weighted
Max.

Speedl2

(km/hour)

(3)=(2)/(1)
x 100

(per cent)

(4)
Weighted

Max
Speed"

(km/hour)

(6)=(5)/(6)
x 100

(per cent)

V.1 Hanoi-Vinh 319 70 52 74 60 35.4 59

Vinh-Danang

Danang-Nhatrang

Nhatrang-HCM

472 70 43.5 62 60 27.5 46

523 60 51 85 50 343 69

414 80 47.3 59 60 35.3 59

V.2 Hanoi-Bacgiang

Bacgiang-Dongdang

49 50 30.1 60 40 22 55

113 40 25.3 63 30 18.4 61

V.3 Hanoi-Haiphong 102 60 382 64 40 38.2 96

Notes /1
/2
/3

Speeds reported relate to Express Passenger Trains, wherever operated.
Maximum speeds weighted by the proportionate distance over which each speed restriction applies.
Includes allowance for all enroute stopping time (for whatever reason).
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Comparison of Maximum Permissible and Schedule Speeds -MyanmarTable 9:

Passenger Trains"

(2)~Schedule Speed

(Typical)/3

(km/hour)

Freight Trains

TAR
Link

Dist.
(km) (6)=(5)/(6)

x 100

(per cent)

Line Section (1)
Weighted

Max

Speed"
(km/hour)

(3)=(2)/(1)
x 100

(per cent)

(4)
Weighted

Max
Speedl2

(km/hour)

(5)
Schedule

Speed
(Typical)"
(km/hour)

B.1 Yangon-Taungoo

Taungoo- Yamethin

Yamethin- Thazi

267 56 41 73 48/32 17 35153

175 64 47 73 48/32 17 35/53

17 3515351 64 41 64 48/32

Thazi-Mandalay

Mandalay-Shwebo

128 69 51 74 48/32 17 35/53

95 48 30 63 32 14 44

23 58 32 14 44Shwebo-Myitkyina

Myitkyina-Dali

448 40

480

81B.2 Yangon-Motama 276 48 39 32 Non-scheduled

Notes /1
/2
/3

Speeds reported relate to Express Passenger Trains, wherever operated
Maximum speeds weighted by the proportionate distance over which each speed restriction applies
Includes allowance for all en route stopping time (for whatever reason).
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5.1.4 Track Structure

5.1.4.1 Rail

The type and weight of rail used in the TAR network varies in each country
from 30 to 44 kg/m.

In Thailand, different sizes of rail can be found on the TAR Links nominated
by SRT. They comprise mostly 35 -40 kg 1m rails, many of which have been in use for more
than 30 years. SRT is undertaking a major track rehabilitation work including replacing old
35 kg/m rail with new 50 kg/m rail.

In Cambodia, the "Old" line connecting Phnom Penh to Srisophon and Poi Pet
was built in the 1930s using 30 kg/m rail, while heavier rail of 44.65 kg/m was laid on the
"New" line (Phnom Penh-Sihanoukville) in the 1960s. After many years of use with only
limited funds available for the maintenance or replacement of track materials as needed,
the current condition of rail and track, in general, is unable to provide a safe passage for
trains of normal loading and speed.

The most commonly used rail on the metre gauge track in Vietnam is the
43 kg/m size. This includes a large portion of the TAR Link V.1 from Hanoi to Nhatrang, and
the other two important links, namely, the Hanoi -Dong Dang line, and the Hanoi -
Haiphong line linking the capital with the major seaport. An exception is the 414 km section
between Nhatrang and Ho Chi Minh City, where lighter rail of 30 kg/m is in place. It was
reported in the 1992 National Transportation Sector Review that much attention had been
paid to renewal and maintenance of these lines, the Hanoi -Ho Chi Minh City line in
particular, and the results were remarkable as trains with heavier load and higher speed
could be operated on these lines.

Myanma Railways employs several types of rails imported mostly from India.
The most common type is the 75 Ib/yd or 37 kg 1m rail, which dominates the two nominated
TAR Links (8.1, Yangon -Myitkyina and B.2, Yangon -Moulmein) with the exception of
sections between Shwebo and My'itkyina, where lighter rail of 30 kg/m is used. In general,
rails are old and not joined together to form continuously welded rail.

5.1.4.2 Sleepers and Rail Fastenings

The majority of the TAR network in the subregion is laid in timber sleepers,
although there has been some use of steel sleepers in Cambodia on the 264 km Panom
Penh -Srisophon line, and in Vietnam along the 414 km Nhatrang -Ho Chi Minh City
section. Two-block ordinary reinforced concrete sleepers occupy about 13 per cent of SRT's
network, and are more abundant in Vietnam. SRT manufactured the two-block sleepers in
1960, but ceased production in the late 1970s, due mainly to the inadequate sleeper design
and obsolete plant facilities.

Monoblock prestressed concrete sleepers have more recently been used by
Myanma Railways and the SRT, at a time when timber sleepers have become scarce, and
prices have escalated. A plant owned by Myanma Railways and located near Yangon, is
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producing 600 monoblock sleepers of the pretensioned type for laying on the Yangon -
Mandalay line. It was uncertain, however, that there were adequate quality assurance
checks with respect to prestressing wires, concrete strength and dimensional tolerances.
In the case of the SRT, prestressed monoblock concrete sleepers were supplied by private
companies through competitive bidding, and laid along the double track sec'tion between
Bangkok and Ban Phachi Junction, and the eastern seaboard line from Chachoengsao to
Sattahip. The SRT's specification for any new line construction requires the use of only
monoblock sleepers together with elastic rail fastenings. Sleepers are spaced at intervals
62 -73 centimetres (or 1,375 -1,600 pieces per kilometre).

Conventional rigid fastenings dominate the tracks of the subregion because
of their low cost and ease of manufacturing, although concrete sleepers require elastic
fastenings to effectively secure the rail in place. In Thailand elastic fastenings will in future
be used, irrespective of the type of sleeper, to form part of continuous long welded rail track.

Ballast Depth5.1.4.3

Sufficient ballast depth is required underneath sleepers to uniformly distribute
the wheel loads to the sub-base of the track, in order to absorb impact and vibration from
the moving trains, to offset against any differential settlement of the track, and to provide
resistances to the transverse and longitudinal forces exerted to the sleepers by the swaying
of the trains. A minimum depth of 250 mm is normally required. The TAR Links in the
subregion do not meet this requirement because of constrained maintenance budgets. In
Myanmar, 50-152 mm ballast depths were reported. A similar situation applies also in
Cambodia and Viet Nam.

5.1.4.4 Bridges and Tunnels

There are no tunnels on all nominated TAR Links in Cambodia and Myanmar.

In Thailand, there is one tunnel of 230 metre length on the main northeastern
line near Nakhon Ratchasima. It is in good condition. A total of 35 tunnels with a combined
length of 10.57 km are located on the Hanoi -Ho Chi Minh City line (27), and on the Hanoi
-Dong Dang line (8). The tunnel at Phu Gia near Danang is in urgent need of repair, while
others are to be the subject of feasibility studies by foreign companies. Tunnels normally
impose clearance constraints to passing trains, but this is not the case for the TAR Links
in the subregion.

Bridges do pose many limits to the passage of trains, particularly in terms of
the constraints they impose on axle loads, outline gauges, and speeds. It was mentioned
in the 1994 UNDP -World Bank Report on Track Maintenance Planning for Myanma
Railways that, there is an average of 2.3 bridges per route km, which is a high frequency
as compared with other railways. Most bridges possess short spans of less than 3 metre
length, are of the steel girder type and are heavily corroded. The abutments and piers are
weak and unstable as the result of extensive cracks and foundation erosion. In addition,
sleepers, rail fastenings and bearing plates are not securely in place and properly
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maintained, thereby restricting trains from carrying more load and from travelling at higher

speed.

A similar situation E!xists in Cambodia. According to the World Bank Report
for the 1995 ICORC Conference, there are 167 bridges on the "Old" Phnom Penh -Poi Pet
line, of which 46 have suffered mine or war damage, but have received only temporary
repairs. The "New" Phnom Penh -Sihanoukville line has 94 bridges, of which 15 are
severely damaged. The Royal Cambodian Railway has undertaken bridge rehabilitation
works involving 4 major bridges on the "Old" line, and 12 bridges together with 4 box
culverts on the "New" line. The project is financed by an ADB loan, and is scheduled for
completion in mid 1996.

The 1992 National Transportation Sector Review for Viet Nam described the
condition of railway bridges to be generally poor. The bridges were either old or temporary,
and lacked maintenance. On the Hanoi -Ho Chi Minh City line, 82 bridges were in
satisfactory condition, 220 needed rehabilitation, and 51 required replacement. Works on
the Hanoi -Dong Dang line include the rehabilitation of 8 bridges and the replacement of
1 bridge. The Hanoi -Haiphong line has several long-span bridges, which are old and have
been damaged by bombs on several occasions. Among them are the Long Bien, Thang
Long, Lai Vu, and Phu Luong bridges. Vietnam Railways is considering an OECF loan of
US $ 100 million to finance part of the bridge rehabilitation programme.

There are no temporary bridges remaining on the SRT's proposed TAR links.
Steel bridges were strengthened to accommodate a minimum axle load of 15 tons, and
sufficient clearance for the passage of 9 ft high containers. Many old steel bridges were
replaced by prestressed concrete deck type bridges designed for a higher axle load of
20 tons.

5.1.4.5 Signalling/Safeworking Systems

The railways of the subregion have not invested sufficiently to upgrade their
signalling and train dispatching systems. The majority of the proposed TAR Links are still
operated under manual token safeworking systems. Myanma Railways and the Viet Nam
Railway generally employ a token block system with either semaphore or colour light
signals. Semi-automatic systems can be found at major stations, including the Hanoi -

Haiphong line which operates on the tokenless block with colour light signals. In the case
of Cambodia, there are no fixed signals on any main line, or even within the Phnom Penh
and Sihanoukville railway yard limits. Flags and hand signals are used for safeworking
purposes. Point or interlocking machines are manually operated by train crews or station
staff. Since early 1980s, the SRT has embarked on a major improvement of its signalling
and telecommunication systems, encompassing the installation of tokenless block, colour
light signals, all-relay interlockings, fiber-optic transmission lines, train dispatching
telephones, and the CTC system (in the vicinity of Bangkok). Nevertheless, hand signals
with manual interlockings can still be found in use on TAR Link T.3 from Klong Sip Kao to
Aranyaprathet, and on TAR Link T.4 between Nakhon Ratchasima and Ubon Ratchathani.
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5.1.4.6 Road Level Crossing Protection

As mentioned earlier, a high frequency of road level crossings is one of the
major constraints on train speeds on various TAR links, especially those in Myanmar,
Viet Nam and Thailand. Whether these crossings are protected or not, they impose delays
on trains as a result of the necessity for train drivers to proceed through crossings at low
speed for fear of fatal accidents.

In the 1991 JARTS Report on Preliminary Study for the Modernization and
Rehabilitation of Viet Nam Railway Trunk Lines, level crossing facilities in Viet Nam were
described. Guardmen were stationed at crossings with heavy road vehicle and passenger
traffic to manually operate the movable barriers. Warning signs were present at the
crossings, but no flashing alarms were installed.

In Thailand, more than 2,200 road crossings are equipped with level crossing
protection, the types of which vary from automatic barriers interlocked with signals to simple
warning signs. The installation and operating costs of the level crossing protection systems
have been subsidized totally by the government. National policies have been implemented
to limit future road crossings to a minimum, and to eliminate as many existing crossings as
possible. These guidelines are often expensive and difficult to follow, but they are inevitable
for the railroad to be competitive with other modes, and are supportive of the social and
economic development of the nation.
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5.2 Present Status of Locomotives and Rollingstock

In general, the main objectives of this section are to provide information on the
availability, technical compatability and capacities of locomotives and rollingstock owned by
the railway administrations of the subregion, so that future exchanges of equipment as well
as railway operations across borders would be made possible to the mutual benefit of the

participating railways.

5.2.1

Locomotives

The present distribution, by power class, of the locomotive fleets of the railways of
Thailand, Cambodia, Viet Nam and Myanmar is shown in Table 10.

Table 10: Number of Locomotives Classified by Horsepower

Number Within Horsepower Range: Number by Traction Type:..SYSTEM
Up to 750 750 -1500 1501 -2000 Above

2000
TOTAL Diesel

Electric
Diesel

Hydraulic

74SRT 43 124 134 301 227

ROYAL CAMBODIAN RWY 6 12 18

VIET NAM RWYS 52 16

MYANMA RWYS 24 178 66 268 157 111

The only metre gauge railwc3Y which has locomotives with rated power in excess of
2,000 HP is that of Thailand. In Myanmar, 15 Aisthom diesel electric of 2,000 HP were
procured in the 1980s, and should have no difficulties achieving the recommended schedule
speed and haulage load for container trains. This is not generally the case in Viet Nam
where a freight train was observed near Hanoi being powered by a single 1,200 HP steam
locomotive, with another being powered by triple headed 400 HP Russian made diesel
locomotives.

Recently, the Viet Nam Railways acquired 20 re-conditioned locomotives of 800 HP
from the Queensland Railway to service the Hanoi -lao Cai line, and it is planned to
acquire 10 more of the rebuilt units. The Russian locomotives were purchased during the
war when locomotives of light axlE~ loads were needed to run over temporary structures
hastily erected to replace damaged structures. Viet Nam Railways, however, has 16 used
locomotives from Belgium with a plower rating of 1,800 HP operating between Hanoi and
Danang. These units could as well satisfy the requirements for haulage of container trains.
In the case of Cambodia, French Alsthom locomotives of 1,200 HP, and Czech Skoda
locomotives of 1,100 HP are used on the two nominated TAR links. They do not have
sufficient hauling capacity to haul container trains of the recommended length and speed
(30 flat wagons at 70 km/hour) .
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Trailing load restrictions, per single locomotive unit, are summarized as follows:

In Thailand, on level track, a restriction of 1,200 tonnes applies when using
2,400 HP Alsthom locomotives, and 1,800 tonnes in the case of 2,900 HP
Hitachi locomotives. The restriction applying on the steep graded section of
Link T.2 and T.5 between Kaeng Khoi and Nakhon Ratchasima is about
700 tonnes.

In Cambodia, 950-1,100 tonnes throughout the two nominated TAR links.

In Viet Nam, 1,200 tonnes applies to the Hanoi -Vinh section of TAR link
T.1, 600 tonnes from Vinh to Danang, and 700 tonnes from Danang to Ho
Chi Minh City. TAR link V.2 carries a trailing load restriction of 700 tonnes for
the Hanoi -Dong Mo, section, and 400 tonnes from Dong Mo to Dong Dang.
The entire Hanoi -Haiphong line (TAR link V.3) is limited to a 700 tonne load
per locomotive.

In Myanmar, 1,300 tonnes throughout link B.2 and also link B.1 between
Yangon and Mandalay, and 500-550 tonnes from Mandalay to Myitkyina.

It is advisable, and a common practice in the ASEAN countries, to haul 30 bogie
container flat wagons using only a single locomotive. This train formation would normally
have a trailing load of approximately 1,200 tonnes and a train length of about 450 metres.

Container Wagons

Table 11 provides details of the composition of the container wagon fleets. Cambodia
and Viet Nam have not yet seriously embarked on railway transportation of containers, as
only general purpose flat wagons are available for container transport (although Viet Nam
is in the process of retrofitting a portion of its fleet with container anchors). Myanma
Railways recently purchased 12 low floor ("well" type) bogie container flat wagons from
China for the conveyance of ISO containers between Yangon and Mandalay. These wagons
have a floor height of 632 mm, and each can carry one 20 ft ISO container of 8 ft 6 ins
height. Thailand has developed railway container transport since the 1970s, but does not
have low floor wagons in the fleet. However, the SRT's standard bogie wagons can
accommodate containers of 9 ft 6 ins height on all TAR links, except for the se<;tion of TAR
Link T.3 between Klong Sip kao arId Aranyaprathet.

The competitive environment would require the conveyance of international
containers across the borders of the countries of the subregion. Compatabilty of the wagons
in terms of floor height, container carrying capacity, design speed, etc. needs to be
considered in order to achieve best mutual benefits.

Coupler Systems

All Viet Nam rollingstock is equipped with automatic couplers at an average height
of 825 mm above rail level. The SRT has the AAR type automatic coupler of 50 tonne draft
capacity I and at a height of 850 mm above rail level.
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Myanma Railways' low floor bogie container wagons come with automatic couplers
located at a height of 584 mm above rail level.

Wagons of different couplers can still be marshalled together through the use of
"connector" wagons having a different coupler type at each end. This is a temporary
measure being taken by Malaysia and Thailand.

Table 11: Number of Container Wagons, by Class and Technical Characteristics

Wagon
Class

Maximum Loads (tonnes) No. of
Axles

Length
over

couplers

1430

Floor
Height

(metres)

Speed
(kin/hour)

No. in
FleetSYSTEM

Payload Tare Gross

MYANMA RWYS BCF 31 14.9 45.9 4 0.63 12

ROYAL CAMBODIAN RWY FW 4 12-18 1.007 16

M6318 30 15 45 4 11.4 1.10 18

VIET NAM RWYS M6298 27 14 41 4 11.4 1.10 10

M6228 25 12.6 37.6 4 11.9 1.10 5

Subtotal 33

CF 20 7 27 2 7.7 1.01 70 104

BCF 30 12 42 4 12.8 1.01 70 129

BCF 47 13 60 4 12.8 1.01 70 20

BCF 46 14 60 4 13.3 1.01 80 40SRT

BCF 45 15 60 4 14.8 1.01 70 20

BCF 44 16 60 15.04 1.01 100 132

BCF 49 11 60 4 13.3 1.00 80 6

Subtotal 451

Source: Questionnaires, Country Papers and Railway System Rollingstock Registers

Notes: BCF
FW
M

Bogied Container Freight Wagon
Flat Wagon (Not specialized container wagons)
Bogied Flat Wagon (Not specialized container wagons)

5.2.4

Brake Systems

Air brakes are standard on all Viet Nam rollingstock. Vacuum brakes, however, are
still in extensive use in Myanmar and Cambodia. In Thailand, more recently purchased
rollingstock is equipped with air brakes, and a programme to convert the existing fleet from
vacuum to air brakes has been in effect for some years.
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5.3 Operational Compatability

Two key parameters are vital to the efficient operation of international rail services
across the borders of the participating countries. They are the hauling capacities of
locomotives, and the available length of crossing loops or station sidings. Other less
important parameters include different procedures required for the inspection, servicing, and
non-scheduled repair of locomotives and rollingstock at the borders, as well as the level of
training and the knowledge and experience of the relevant train crews of the neighbouring

railway systems.

5.3.1

Compatability of Train Lengths

Assuming a locomotive length of 17 m, a bogie container flat wagon length of 14 m,
and a brakevan length of 10m, the recommended train formation of 30 wagons would
require a minimum crossing loop or siding length of 450 m. With an adequate allowance for
stopping distance, etc, the standard loop length would be 500 m.

In Thailand, the standard si(jing length for train crossing is at least 500 m.

In Cambodia, the Phnom Penh -Poipet line has shorter crossing lengths in the range
of 350-450 m, while longer lengths of 450-600 m are standard on Phnom Penh -
Sihanoukville line.

In Viet Nam, 450 m loop len!~ths are available on the main Hanoi -Ho Chi Minh City
line (TAR link V.1), and also on the Hanoi -Haiphong line (TAR link V.3). On the Hanoi-
Dong Dang line (TAR link V.2), however, loop lengths are much shorter, ranging between
250 and 350 m.

In Myanmar, a standard crossing length of 518 metres is available on both proposed
TAR links and thus these link could already accommodate container trains composed of
30 bogie flat wagons.

5.3.2 Compatability of Operating Procedures

It might be premature to discuss suitable operating procedures for international
trains, as currently no trains cross borders in that part of the subregion under consideration
in this Volume. Nevertheless, the compatability of operating procedures is absolutely
necessary to ensure the competitiveness of the rail services. The "Agreement for Joint
Traffic Working Over the Malayan Railway and the State Railway of Thailand, 1954" is a
good example of the operational compatability which can be achieved between two
neighbouring railway systems, as it contains, amongst other things, rules for the
maintenance and servicing of one system's locomotives and rollingstock on the territory of
the other system.

Consideration is being given by the Government of the Lao People's Democratic
Republic to adopt a joint agreement, based on that in force between Malaysia and Thailand,
for the future transit of trains across the Mekong River bridge from Vientiane to Nong Khai,
and vice versa.
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5.4 Traffic Growth Trends and Their Implications for line Capacity

Traffic Growth

Tables 12 and 13 show the traffic growth, on a systemwide basis, of both freight
and passenger services over the ~)ast eight years (1986-1993).

In terms of freight traffic, Myanma Railways has enjoyed continuous growth at a
rate averaging 22 per cent per year. The Royal Cambodian Railway saw a drop in traffic for
two consecutive years in 1990 and 1991, but has resumed a positive growth path since
1992. The Viet Nam Railways had a no-growth situation during 1986-1988, and a sharp
drop in traffic volume in 1989. A slight recovery was observed in 1993, with volume being
equal to that in 1988. The SRT rec;orded its highest level of freight traffic in 1991, but has
experienced a small decline since then. In terms of million tonne-km carried by individual
railways in 1993, the SRT had 3,059 as compared with 1,026 for Viet Nam, 861 for
Myanmar, and 36 for Cambodia.

In terms of passenger traffic, Myanmar and Thailand have enjoyed a continuous
increase each year. Viet Nam, however, has experienced a significant drop averaging
9 per cent per year. Cambodia saw a sharp increase of 300 per cent within one year in
1992, but a drop by 30 per cent in the following year. In terms of million passenger-km, the
SRT handled 14,718 in 1993 as compared with 5,045 for Myanmar, 1,700 for Viet Nam, and
80 for Cambodia.

Traffic Forecasts

For its passenger services, the SRT has forecasted growth, on a systemwide basis,
at a rate averaging 19.37 per cent per year during the 20 year period (1990 -2011). This
forecast assumes that the railway 'will maintain its market share of 16 per cent, which was
the 1990 figure. These expectations could dramatically change if and when the rail network,
as well as the railway performance begin to approach the system's potential for speed,
safety and efficiency when double tracking, new fleets of rollingstock and other facilities
have been put in place.

The rail market share of freight traffic in Thailand is very small compared with the
share of passenger traffic. However, rail freight traffic is projected to increas~ by an average
of 15 per cent every year during the same 20 year period (1990 -2011). The freight
segment which is expected to produce the largest increase is container rail traffic. The
forecast shows a jump in volume of 860 per cent in 8 years, that is, from 57,500 TEU in
1993 to 495,800 TEU in 2001.

5.4.3 Traffic Forecast Assumptions Used for This Study

Similar to the procedures adopted in Volume 2, projected rates of traffic growth
were used to predict the required E~xtent and schedule of line capacity expansion on each
of the TAR links in the subregion. As was the case in Volume 2, annual growth rates of
4 per cent and 8 per cent in the daily densities of trains (both freight and passenger) were
used to represent pessimistic and optimistic expectations, respectively, over the 20 year
forecast timeframe.
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Table 12: Freight Traffic Growth, 1986 -1993

STATISTIC Year: Ave.per
cent

Change
~D~

SYSTEM

1988

6.22

1989 1990 1991 1992 19931986 1987

7.05 7.89 7.99 7.60 7.50 5.1SRT Tonnes -mill 5.29 5.59

Tonne-Km -mill 2,583 2,729 2,867 3,065 3,291 3.365 3.075 3.059 2.4

ROYAL
CAMBODIAN
RWY

Tonnes -mill 0.16 0.13 0.08 0.13 0.14 4.0

30.20 27.82 14.17 31.06 35.80 44.4Tonne-Km -mill

~

4.14 4.00 2.43 2.34 3.40VIET NAM
RWYS

Tonnes -mill.

Tonne-Km -mill 961 1,001 1,016 743 847 1,026

1.27 1.73 1.93 2.14 3.13 3.30 22.1MYANMA
RWYS

Tonnes -mill.

315 424 491 515 836 861 24.1Tonne-Km -mill

Sources: Participating Railway Systems

Table 13: Passenger Traffic Growth, 1986 -1993

SYSTEM STATISTIC Year: Ave.per
cent

Change1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

SRT Pass. -mill 76.70 77.93 82.71 84.00 85.30 86.91 87.76 87.78 1.9

Pass.Km -mill. 9,274 9.583 10,301 10,936 11.612 12,820 14,136 14,718 6.8

0.81 0.46 0.60 1.15 0.88 13.9ROYAL
CAMBODIAN
RWY

Pass. -mill.

80.20 58.9Pass,Km -mill 59.19 33.50 37.51 110.37

VIET NAM
RWYS

Pass.. mill. 21.13 24.04 17.75 11.77 10.44 7.80

3,506 2,109 I
:

48.49

1,913 1.700Pass.Km -mill. 4.196 4,884

36.66 53.18 55.19 56.61 58.60 10.4MYANMA
RWYS

Pass. -mill.

Pass.Km -mill. 2.672 3.672 3,907 4.325 4,896 5.045 14.1

Participating Railway SystemsSources:
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Based on the present erlvironment, track capacities of the two TAR links in
Cambodia are sufficient for the next 20 years. However, a different scenario could be
experienced if the 48 km missing rail link with Thailand was resumed, or the port of
Sihanoukville was expanded and modernized.

In case of Viet Nam, the Vinh -Danang portion of the main Hanoi -Ho Chi Minh
City line (TAR link V.1), has already reached capacity, while other portions are still capable
of handling additional traffic until the year 2000. The Hanoi -Dong Dang line as well as the
Hanoi -Haiphong line will not be saturated at least until the year 2007.

The situation is rather different in Thailand which has already experienced many
train delays because of track congestion. All nominated TAR links originating from Bangkok,
especially the first 150 km portion, are heavily used for commuter rail services as the
Bangkok Metropolis has greatly expanded during the past decade. Consequently, SRT has
undertaken, since 1994, a track doubling project, the first phase of which covers a track
length of 234 km in the Bangkok vicinity. The work was estimated to cost US $ 300 million,
and is expected to be completed by 1997. The second phase would entail another 2,510 km
of track doubling with a completion date set for the year 2000.

As mentioned earlier, increasing track capacity can be achieved in many ways with
or without major capital expenditure. It is worthwhile to list some elementary features of
railway operation and engineering, which help enhance and sustain a higher volume of
traffic on the existing track capacity. They are, among others:

(a) Operational Organi~~ation: involving a detailed study of the traffic
requirements, and a preparation of responsive train diagrams to give effect to the
requirements with the best use of the available resources.

(b) Methods of Train Working: comprising a review of the existing methods to
reduce the time for trains to spend at stations or passing/crossing the sidings and loops.

(c) Station and Yard Layouts: entailing a better design and facilities arrangement
to ensure a minimum time required for trains to cross, marshal, or receive necessary
services.

(d) Equipment Maintenance: encompassing routine check-up and quality
maintenance of train working equipment such as points, track circuits, signals, cables, etc.

(e) Staffing: requiring a careful selection of well-qualified operators, and
provision of a sound system of training.

All the above improvement:5 can be realized without major capital expenditure such
as track rehabilitation, track realignment, new track addition, signalling system upgrading,
increasing motive power, and introljuction of electric traction.
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